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EXTENDED SUMMARY 
 
During the past decades various studies have analysed socio-economic consequences of a foot-and-mouth 
disease epidemic, aiming to improve decision-making in future outbreaks  (see e.g. Berentsen et al., 1992; 
Mahul and Durand, 2000; Schoenbaum and Disney, 2003). In the majority of these studies, the final results 
of an “epidemiological  simulation module” served as given inputs for the economic evaluations. Such an 
integration of epidemiological and economic modelling essentially mimicked a static evaluation of pre-fixed 
control strategies with the epidemic outcomes taken as given.  
 
Decision-making in epidemic control consists of a sequence of decisions based on a continual stream of 
information (Ge et al, 2007). Applying static evaluations contradicts the dynamic and multi-stage decision 
process in practice and ignores the decision flexibility of the decision-maker during the epidemic. Because of 
the large variance of the epidemic outcomes expected at the beginning of the epidemic, the risk of 
overreacting (using additional control measures while the optimal action is to use compulsory measures only) 
or underreacting (using compulsory measures only while additional measures are recommended) can be 
seriously overestimated if the decisions are assumed to be taken all at once at the beginning of the 
epidemic. 
 
In this study an integrated modelling approach is developed to evaluate the socio-economic consequences 
of epidemic control in a dynamic way. A multi level hierarchic Markov decision process (MLHMP) (Kristensen 
and Jørgensen (2000) is used to model the multi-stage decision-making in epidemic control, integrating a 
dynamic generalised linear model to represent dynamic forecasting of epidemic progression. MLHMP 
models the control decision problem as the choice of control alternatives over time (basic compulsory 
measures versus emergency vaccination versus pre-emptive culling) according to a certain criterion of 
optimality (e.g. minimization of control costs). Data and parameters are needed to characterise control 
alternatives in terms of their socio-economic consequences and effects on the epidemic. Within the 
performed application, the InterFMD_NL model is used to provide this information, reflecting the Dutch 
livestock production system (Velthuis and Mourits, 2007). 
 
Optimisation of the integrated MLHMP model generates an optimal policy which consists of decision rules for 
each state (defined by level of expected epidemic growth and level of uncertainty about that growth) at each 
decision stage. The MLHMP outputs include also consequences of sub-optimal actions in each step as 
deviation from the optimal policy. This feature is ideal to investigate the expected costs of overreacting or 
underreacting. For a moderate index state (start of epidemic) these costs ranged from €4 million to €40 
million. In a comparable static evaluation, these costs varied from €50 million to €200 million, indicating a 
significant overestimation compared to the dynamic MLHMP evaluation. 
 
Based on the results it was concluded that the developed integrated modelling approach is able to provide 
guidance to flexible decision-making during the entire control process.  
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